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DETAIL OF THE ARGUMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
The Trial Court erred in finding that a boundary by 
acquiescence had been established, that no statute of limitations 
should apply, and that equitable estoppel only partially applies. 
All of these questions are matters of law and therefore are fully 
reviewable with no particular deference given. Newspaper Agency 
Corp. v. Utah State Tax Comm'n, 938 p.2d 266, 267 (Utah 1997). 
The Trial Court erred in finding that a boundary by 
acquiescence was established because the requirements for this were 
not being met when the claim was filed. Finding that meeting the 
requirements sometime in the past establishes the boundary would be 
against existing case law and the purposes behind the doctrine of 
boundary by acquiescence. 
The Trial Court erred in finding that no statute of limitation 
should apply. This is a case of first impression in Utah but not 
requiring a statute of limitation would be against the purposes of 
statutes of limitations which are used in all other civil matters 
and would defeat the policies behind the doctrine of boundary by 
acquiescence. 
The Trial Court erred in finding that equitable estoppel only 
partially applies because the Hughes having no notice of the 
claimed boundary by acquiescence made plans for their property, the 
Dahls did not inform the Hughes of their claims until after work on 
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these plans had begun and the Hughes reasonably relied on their 
silence. Finding that estoppel applies only to the first stage of 
their plans would be unequitable. 
ISSUE ONE 
The Trial Court erred in finding, as a matter of law, a 
boundary by acquiescence between the East Lot and the Center Lot, 
because the elements needed to establish such a boundary were no 
longer in existence. 
The Trial Court's findings of facts are not disputed by 
appellant in this appeal. What is challenged is whether, as a 
matter of law, those facts can provide a basis for finding a 
boundary by acquiescence. It is a question of law not of fact and 
therefore fully reviewable. Newspaper Agency Corp. v. Utah State 
Tax Comm'n, 938 p.2d 266, 267 (Utah 1997). That this question is a 
matter of law is well documented. First, that a boundary by 
acquiescence was established is found in the Trial Court Judge's 
Conclusions of Law not his Findings of Facts. "The Dahls have 
established a boundary by acquiescence between the Dahl Property 
and the Hughes Property". (R. p.131). In addition, the court has 
ruled on this several times for example in Mason v. Loveless MA 
trial court's determination that a given set of facts gives rise to 
a determination of acquiescence is reviewable as a matter of law. 
24 P.3d 997, 1001 (UT App. 2001). 
The Trial Court's determination of boundary by acquiescence 
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should be overturned because the elements required for finding a 
boundary by acquiescence were no longer in existence. 
The four requirements of boundary by acquiescence are clear. 
Occupation to a marked visible line, mutual acquiescence, for a 
long period of time, by adjoining landowners. At the time of the 
complaint the first two of these requirements were no longer met. 
The Trial Court found that at some time in the past a clear visible 
line marked by monuments did exist. However it also found that this 
visible line had "deteriorated before the Hughes bought their 
property". (R. p. 130) . The Trial Court also found that at some time 
in the past the adjacent land owners had mutually acquiesced in the 
line as a boundary. But this also was found to have ended well 
before the trial. "During the time from 1925 to 1965, the Dahls and 
the Hughes' Predecessors in interest mutually acquiesced in the 
fence as the property line between the two properties7'. (R. p. 130) . 
Finding that a boundary by acquiescence exists when the elements 
that would give rise to it no longer exist would be against 
precedence and the public policy behind the doctrine of boundary by 
acquiescence. 
Finding that a boundary by acquiescence exists when the 
elements that would give rise to it no longer exist would be a new 
development. In past cases where the court has examined the issue 
of boundary by acquiescence the visible boundary had existed at the 
time of trial or had just been removed prompting the litigation. 
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The same is true for the mutual acquiescence, in the past cases it 
existed up to the time of the filing of the action. 
The decisions of the courts reflect this in the way they set 
out the requirements for boundaries by acquiescence. See Fuoco v. 
Williams (Fuoco II) where it states that Utah case law has 
"reiterated that there must be. a visible line marked definitely by 
monuments"(emphasis added). 421 P.2d 944, 946 (Utah 1966). And 
Hales v. Frakes "where the boundary is open . .. and is. acquiesced 
in" (emphasis added). 600 p.2d 556, 558 (Utah 1979). See also 
Holmes v. Judge 87 P. 1009 (Utah 1909) and Englert v. Zane 848 P.2d 
165, 169 (Utah App. 1993). 
The Dahls argue that after the requirements for boundary by 
acquiescence have been met for 20 years then the property legally 
changes hands and the line becomes established. This is contrary to 
the established doctrine of boundary by acquiescence in Utah and 
the case law on this topic. Almost a hundred years ago the Court 
determined that in Utah the mutual acquiescence would have to take 
place for "a long term of years". Holmes, 87 P. at 1014. This was 
later clarified to mean "a period of at least 20 years". Jacobs v. 
Hafen, 917 P.2d 1078, 1081 (Utah 1996). If the property changed 
hands at 20 years then the time period discussed in the cases would 
be 20 years and there would be no reason for the limit to be "at 
least 20 years". 
The Dahls argue that their position is supported by Mason v. 
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Loveless. They state that in that case the Court "determined that 
the boundary line by acquiescence had been established as early as 
1949 which is the 20 year period". However, the Court did not find 
that the boundary by acquiescence was established in 1949. It was 
found that "a boundary by acquiescence claim was established as 
early as 1949"(emphasis added). Mason, 24 P.3d at 1003. 
The idea that meeting the four requirements of the boundary by 
acquiescence doctrine establishes a claim or presumption can be 
seen in many of the cases. Normally "a party holding legal title is 
presumed to be in possession". Grayson Roper Ltd. Partnership v. 
Finlinson, 782 P.2d 467, 469 (Utah 1989). However, the opposing 
side may show that they meet "four elements which must be shown by 
the person claiming title by acquiescence in order to raise the 
presumption that a binding agreement exists settling a dispute". 
Fuoco v. Williams (Fuoco I), 389 P.2d 143, 145 (Utah 1964). This 
idea was recently repeated in Ault v. Holden where the Court 
quoting American Jurisprudence says that meeting the elements of 
boundary by acquiescence "will afford a conclusive presumption that 
the line thus acquiesced in is the true boundary line." 44 P.3d 
781, 788 (Utah 2002). The fact that this is not a permanent 
property change is emphasized later as the Court discusses what 
would happen if one of the requirements was no longer met. The 
Court says that if the owners .no longer acquiesce in the line as a 
boundary then "the quality of acquiescence is destroyed and no 
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boundary is fixed by continued occupation". Id. at 788. In the 
present case Trial Court found that the requirements for 
establishing a boundary by acquiescence had been met between 1943 
and 1965 during this time the presumption of ownership to the 
disputed parcel would have been with the Dahls. However, the Trial 
Court also found that some of the requirements had ended well 
before the Dahls raised their claim. Therefore, the presumption of 
ownership in the Dahls had ended and no boundary by acquiescence 
should have been found. 
Finding a boundary by acquiescence after the requirements were 
no longer met would not only be against the case law but would also 
negate the public policy behind the doctrine of boundary by 
acquiescence. 
In Hales the Court stated "The purpose of the rule is 
stability in boundaries, repose of titles, and the prevention of 
litigation". 600 P.2d at 559. As long as the requirements are met 
the doctrine fulfills these purposes. It is clear to both parties 
where the boundary lies and new owners have notice of where the 
boundary is at. Also, if the true boundary comes to light through 
a survey or a checking of the legal deeds and all of the 
requirements are met then it provides an incentive for the parties 
to sign over the property to avoid the costs of going to court. 
However, once the requirements cease to exist these benefits are no 
longer there. 
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If this Court follows the Trial Court's ruling and allows a 
boundary by acquiescence to be found long after some of the 
requirements have ceased to exits then a host a problems will arise 
that will defeat the policy behind the doctrine, many of which were 
present in this case. This includes no longer having a clear 
boundary, having to rely on old memories of children to determine 
where the boundary was and what their parents and other parties 
states of mind were, and having a host of titles that are unclear 
or wrong without any way for the owners or buyers to know of the 
problems. 
With the visual marked boundary gone it will no longer be 
clear where the new boundary line is supposed to be, forcing the 
parties to argue and go to court to determine where the boundary 
had been. This defeats "stability of boundaries'' and "prevention of 
litigation". 
Once in trial the court, as in this case, would have very 
little evidence to determine where the boundary had been and 
whether the parties had mutually acquiesced in the line as a 
boundary. It is likely that, as in this case, all the relevant 
parties at the time the requirements were met will have disappeared 
or passed on and the court would have to rely on the distant 
memories of elderly witnesses to determine where ancient boundaries 
had been when they were children and whether or not their parents 
and the people on the other side of the fence had acquiesced in it 
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as a boundary. Overturning legal titles on the childhood memories 
of one interested party certainly wouldn't provide stability in 
boundaries or repose of titles. 
In addition if this court adopts the Dahls argument that the 
legal boundaries changed at the 20 year mark then there would be no 
repose in titles or stability in boundaries. Across the state there 
would be a host of titles that were wrong because an old fence line 
had run across the property some time in the distant past. Owners 
and new buyers would have no notice as to what they were really 
buying and where their rights extended too. 
Because finding a boundary to be established by acquiescence 
long after the requirements had ceased to be present would be 
contrary to the case law's holdings that the presumption of 
ownership in the Dahls had ended and would defeat the policies 
behind the doctrine of boundary by acquiescence, this Court should 
find that, as a matter of law, the Trial Court erred in finding a 
boundary by acquiescence between the East Lot and the Center Lot. 
ISSUE TWO 
The Trial Court erred in failing to apply the statute of 
limitations found at Section 78-12-5, U.C.A. or the Doctrine of 
Laches. If this Court chooses to uphold the finding of a boundary 
by acquiescence when the requirements were not being met when the 
complaint was filed then it should at least establish a statute of 
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limitations to limit the time that the claim would remain after the 
requirements were no longer being met. 
The facts in this matter are not disputed. It is the 
application of the legal doctrines of statutes of limitations, or 
laches that is being appealed. Therefore, this is a matter of law 
and fully reviewable with no particular deference given. Newspaper 
Agency Corp. v. Utah State Tax Comm'n, 938 p.2d 266, 267 (Utah 
1997). This is emphasized by the fact the decision not to apply a 
statute of limitations is found in the Trial Judge's Conclusions of 
Law not the Findings of Facts. "The court finds that this statute 
has no application to this case". (R. p.131). 
This is a case of first impression in Utah. The Dahls argue 
that the issues here have been before the court on other occasions 
because the Court has considered cases where the acquiesced 
boundary was present for more then 20 years. That is not the 
question before this court. The doctrine of boundary by 
acquiescence in Utah is clear that the time requirement is "at 
least 20 years" indicating that a longer time period is not an 
issue. Jacobs v. Hafen, 917 P.2d 1078, 1081 (Utah 1996). 
The issue here is that once a claim of boundary by 
acquiescence has been created by meeting the 4 requirements, how 
long will that claim last after the requirements cease to be met? 
This issue has never been before the court because in all of the 
previous cases the boundaries were either still in existence (see 
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Ault v. Holden, 44P.3d 781 (Utah 2002), Mason v. Loveless, 24 P.3d 
997 (Ut App 2001), and Jacobs v. Hafen, 317 P.2d 1078 (Utah 1996)) 
or had recently been removed by one of the parties prompting the 
litigation (see Hales v. Frakes, 600 P.2d 556 (Utah 1979) and Orton 
v. Carter, 970 P.2d (Utah 1998)). Because of this the court has not 
needed to and has never addressed how long a claim of boundary by 
acquiescence would remain after the requirements were no longer 
met. 
In Horton v. Goldminer's Daughter the Court stated "statutes 
of limitations are intended to compel the exercise of a right of 
action within a reasonable period of time" 785 P.2d 1087, 1091 
(Utah 1989). This reasonable period of time could be constructed in 
two ways. First, that the "at least 20 years" requirement of the 
doctrine of boundary by acquiescence mean the "at least 20 years" 
immediately proceeding the filing of the action as in Section 78-
12-7, U.C.A. Second, Because this action is for the possession of 
real property the court could use the seven year statute of 
limitation set out in Section 78-12-5 U.C.A. which says 
"No action for the recovery of real property or for the 
possession thereof shall be maintained, unless it appears that 
the plaintiff, his ancestor, grantor or predecessor was seized 
or possessed of the property in question within seven years 
before the commencement of the action. 
As mentioned above, meeting the 4 requirements of boundary by 
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acquiescence creates a presumption of ownership therefore as long 
as the plaintiff had met those four requirements within the 
preceding seven years he would be allowed to file the action under 
this statute of limitation. 
Neither of these limitations would force the parties to run to 
court as soon as 20 years had passed, as the Dahls claim in their 
brief* Instead as long as the requirements for boundary by 
acquiescence were met nothing would need to happen. It would be 
clear to both parties where the boundary was and any new buyers 
would have notice of what they were getting. Once the legal 
boundaries were discovered the incentives would be on the parties 
to settle and the boundaries corrected legally in the deeds. No 
burden is placed on the parties to file an action as soon as the 
requirements are met. 
However, if no statute of limitation is imposed then these 
benefits are lost and the public policy behind both statutes of 
limitations and the doctrine of boundary by acquiescence is 
destroyed. If a party is allowed to maintain forever a claim of 
boundary by acquiescence after the requirements are no longer met 
then the parties wouldn't be compelled to exercise their right of 
action within a reasonable period of time which is the purpose of 
statutes of limitations in all other civil actions. Additionally, 
it is possible that a person could discover that a fence had 
existed on their property some time in the past and could then 
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impose a new boundary that neither they or their neighbors had been 
aware of when they purchased their properties, which would destroy 
all stability of boundaries and repose of title. Also, it would 
cause more litigation, not prevent it, because if the visible 
boundary marked by monuments is no longer there the parties will 
have to go to court to have where it was determined. 
If claims of boundary by acquiescence can run forever after 
the four requirements have long disappeared then there will be no 
stability or repose in boundaries and more incentive to litigate. 
A statute of limitations is not counterintuitive to the doctrine of 
boundary by acquiescence as the Dahls claim but rather it is 
necessary in order for that doctrine to accomplish the purposes for 
which it was created. 
In order to further the public policies behind statutes of 
limitations and the doctrine of boundary by acquiescence this court 
should take the opportunity provided by this case of first 
impression and find that there is a statute of limitation that 
controls how long a party can maintain a claim of boundary by 
acquiescence after the requirements are no longer met. 
ISSUE THREE 
The Trial Court erred in finding that the effect of the 
finding of estoppel against Dahl was merely to be applied to 
determining whether Dahl was entitled to claim the area covered by 
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the driveway. 
The facts in this matter are not disputed. It is the 
application of the legal doctrine of equitable estoppel that is 
being appealed. Therefore, this is a matter of law and fully 
reviewable with no particular deference given. Newspaper Agency 
Corp. v. Utah State Tax Comm'n, 938 p.2d 266, 267 (Utah 1997). This 
is emphasized by the fact the decision to partially apply estoppel 
is found in the Trial Judge's Conclusions of Law not the Findings 
of Facts. "The court finds that the Dahls are estopped from 
claiming that portion of the disputed property between the Hughes 
Property and the Dahl Property on which the Hughes built the 
driveway". (R. P.131) 
After the Hughes bought their home on the center lot they made 
several plans to improve the property including putting it on the 
historic register, opening a business, takeing out a tree, and 
installing a fence. The Dahls, one of whom lives across the street 
from the Hughes, observed them in some of these preparations and 
even discussed some of them with the Hughes. At no time until after 
the driveway was finished did the Dahls inform the Hughes that the 
boundary line wasn't where the legal description in their deed said 
it was. Because the clear and visible boundary marked by monuments 
that is required by the boundary by acquiescence doctrine was long 
gone the Hughes had no notice of the Dahls claim. 
Without a marked boundary the Hughes made plans for their 
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property according to the legal description, through observation 
and discussion the Dahls had notice of these plans and never 
informed the Hughes that they claimed a portion of the Hughes' 
property. The Hughes reasonably relied on the silence of the Dahls 
and began moving forward with their plans by constructing a 
driveway- Only after the driveway was completed and the Hughes were 
midway through their plans did the Dahls inform them of their claim 
and file the action that brought this to court. Because the Dahls 
failed to inform the Hughes who relied on their silence, they 
should be estopped from making their claim midway through the 
Hughes7 plans. 
The Hughes acting according to the legal description of 
boundaries made plans for their property. The Dahls although aware 
of some of these plans made no attempt to inform the Hughes of 
their claims to the property. The Hughes relied on this silence and 
began work on their plans, therefor this Court should find that the 
doctrine of estoppel prevents the Dahls from now making their claim 
or at least find that a more equitable remedy should be fashioned. 
CONCLUSION 
In this case it is clear that the requirements for 
establishing a boundary by acquiescence were not being met at the 
time this action was filed. Finding that the boundary was changed 
sometime in the past when the requirements were met or that the 
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boundary should be changed now because the requirements were all 
met long ago would be contrary to the case law and the policy 
behind the doctrine of boundary by acquiescence. The case law says 
that meeting all of the requirements only establishes a claim, it 
doesn't automatically change the boundary. Additionally, finding a 
boundary by acquiescence because finding a boundary by acquiescence 
because the requirements had been met sometime in the past would 
not serve to provide stability of boundaries, repose of titles, or 
prevention of litigation. Therefore this court should find that the 
facts in this case do not give rise to a boundary by acquiescence. 
If this court does find that these facts can establish a boundary 
by acquiescence, then it should impose a statute of limitations on 
the how long a claim can be maintained after the requirements are 
no longer met. Alternatively, this court should find that the Dahls 
are estopped from making their claim because the had knowledge of 
the Hughes' plans and did not inform them of their claim until 
after the Hughes had begun work on them. Therefore, the decision of 
the Trial Court should be reversed and a order of no cause should 
be entered against the Dahl limited partnership. In the 
alternative, the Dahl limited partnership should be required to pay 
to the Hughes the market value of the property added to the Dahl 
limited partnership lot and should reimburse all taxes paid by the 
Hughes and the Hughes' predecessors for taxes paid on the property 
added to the Dahl limited partnership lot. 
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1 j straight line? 
2 A Right, yes sir. 
3 ] MR. BACKMAN: I don't have any other questions. 
4 I Thanks. 
i 
i 
5 THE COURT: Anything further of this witness? 
6 j MR. SHAFFER: No, Your Honor. 
7 THE COURT: Okay, you may be seated. 
8 MR. SHAFFER: I'd like to call Mr. Blake Hazen 
9 please. 
10 j THE COURT: If he'd come forward. 
11 BLAKE HAZEN 
12 having first been duly sworn, testified 
13 upon his oath as follows: 
14 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
15 j BY MR. SHAFFER: 
16 Q Would you please state your name? 
17 A My name is Blake Hazen. 
18 Q And what is your address, Mr. Hazen? 
19 A 2084 East 75 South, Layton, Utah. 
20 Q What is your occupation? 
21 | A I'm a landlord; I'm a contractor; a developer, and a 
22 I banker. 
23 | Q It sounds to me like you've had quite a bit of 
24 I involvement in real estate then. 
i 
25 A Yes. 
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Q Did you enter into an agreement to buy some property 
from the Dahle family back in 1995? 
A Yes. 
Q There's a plat map up here. This has been identified 
as Exhibit llf Plaintiff's Exhibit 11, just to orient you to 
the plat. This Banbury Development, did you develop that land 
there? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q And did you buy that from the Hughes family? 
.A From the Dahles? 
Q I'm sorry, from the Dahles. 
A Yes, I bought some of that Banbury from the Dahles 
and some of it from the Thurgoods, Darth Thurgood. Can I add 
something here? Correction on that, it's C & H Associates for 
the record and not C & H Investment. 
Q I'm sorry, it is C & H Associates, excuse me. 
A I've been hearing that so I just thought... 
Q Thank you. You're a principal of C & H Associates? 
A Yes. 
Q And what's their entitlements? What's their object? 
A C & H Associates is just a development, if you want 
to call it partnership between myself and another partner and 
we purchase property and develop it. 
Q Were you involved in the purchase of this property 
from the Dahles? 
39 
I '" i « "i i1 i 1 1 »< : 1 !" a I i ! e s, i 11: i 1 I I i it (< t, I: f., i r m a t i v e) . 
?\nrl witan you purchased the property from the Dahles 
was - . d, f i' • -d * * west: boundary of 1 :he 
property you were purchasing? 
There were remnants of fence there, yes. I mean, it 
was obvious that there was a fence there. 
Q It didn't still have the wires and everything but it 
still had the posts? 
"hero were posts but there were some wires I can 
remember cio-iw. ' * ' ' • n'.'s, 
Q Win: .jwiic.'i ; he property 10 the west of that? 
1i iiJdL was rvracuse Citv. 
0 At that point was that: determined as the boundary 
line of the property on your west side of the property you were 
purchasing? 
A The Syracuse City property? 
Q h , " :-_ [>:}• !.* pir.t)(-f : *..t the west boundary 
of the Dahie property, the fence? 
A Yes and no. I think the property descripti on was 
different than the boundary line or different than _-c i-.::;':e 
line and that's the reason we had to enter into a boundary line 
agreement because we kI i id o f •:
 ; I: 11 ie or Iset, the c:i 1: y requi res 
us to put a fence in and we didn't know where to put that fence 
and so we 1: lad t A : » establ 1 si I tl lat : fence ] i ne. And dc > yoi I want me 
to go on? 
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Q Sure. 
A What we did is because of the fact that there was a -
at the time I guess there was a gap there and we had to 
determine where that property line went and so what we did is 
we took the fence line. I talked to my engineers as to what we 
should do and we established that as the fence line. There 
were remnants of the fence there and we used that and there was 
also - also our worry was there was a ditch there that we 
didn't want to disturb so we had to determine where the line 
was going to go so we just took the - I guess if you want to 
call -it the counsel of the engineering company and— 
Q Excuse me, where was the ditch? 
A As I remember, the ditch was kind of on the east side 
of the fence, of the remnants of the fence and that's where we 
put our chainlink fence. 
Q And it ran north and south; is that correct? 
A It did. 
Q Along what was the boundary line, or the fence line? 
A Yes. 
Q Had that property been farmed or any observation of 
it being farmed? What was being done with the property at the 
time you bought it? What was the purpose of it? Was it being 
farmed? Was it being grazed? Was anything happening on it or 
was it just -
A I can't remember exactly but I'd have to say it was 
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farmed because tnt: property down here1 inrji ::..:. . monies 
on i t, has some kind of like hay grass or something. I'm not a 
i n i n:«
 J - --i- MV- : , 'A"\J! d say 
yes because we actually, we actually farm that cut arid have it 
baled
 {Jrnl people use* it as noim* kind of a hay product or 
alfalfa product or something. 
Q And looklnq :-?* the map there, this plat, was that -
May I approachr 
THE COURT; Yes. 
< •" i • '' M / \! •! FT M *l 1 1 i
 : • : i i r ! : • p i n i o i 1, I i a d t h a t o b v i o u s 1 y 
had some farming or some work being done while the Dahles had 
ov- ' ' ' p-pfieressors had owned it? 
A r> there had to have been a ditch there. It had 
to have been r-^d at some time and I'm not: sure whether - I 
just know tna: wrien we W S J K C U , i . > • • !•-• > - -%*,* 
put the fence in the middle of the ditch? Where do we put our 
f e i i c e t: 1 I a t w e a r e r e q u i i: e d t o j: i 11 I it ?: • a i i d t h a t' s t h e r e a s o i i I 
went to the city and to the engineer to establish where we 
T-i>a ; ..' : -it that fence because they were potting a little 
bit ol piesbUJv; on me to get that fence up because people were 
kind of i rrltafed because T hadn't put the fence up vet. 
Q I
 ;. question aisc . , LJ..^ •<•::-, : f •- •---'- • *-^ 
hay or grass or something— 
because, and I'm just telling you because the remnants of 
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whatever was being done up there is still on this piece that is 
not developed into any lots right now and so it's the same 
exact thing that was on it. 
Q Which is a little further south. 
A Which is south, which is still the piece of property 
and it's kind of a grass hay or something like that and we do 
still cut it. 
Q But that went from the fence to the east; is that 
correct? 
A That went to the fence to the east and all the way to 
the north of the property that I purchased from the Dahles and 
all the way to the east from the property that I purchased from 
the Dahles. 
Q Okay. 
THE COURT: Do you have a date for when this was 
purchased? 
MR. SHAFFER: Yes, I have a copy of the deed, Your 
Honor that I can show. 
Q (BY MR. SHAFFER) Let's look at what has been marked 
as Exhibit 7, Mr. Hazen. Can you identify what that is? 
A That's the warranty deed warranting against C & H 
Associates and I'd have to go over that property description, 
but -
Q Does that appear to be the property you purchased 
from the Dahles? 
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A Yes,, b i i t I' :I I: i a v e t c: g : • 1 1 i r o i i g 1: i a i I d s e e 1:1: I a 1: b i :i t I 




 Your intent was that you - when you origii lally looked 
at i:he property line or the property, was there any 
i'jl1 .."-I". . -f • «• •[ IT;..- i i in w j e , 1:1: le boui idar y 
line wa: - s wn^n you looked at it, where did you think you were 
buyi i I-. 
A When I purchased, it? 
Q Yes. 
A Generally when I purchase ii : generally just 
purchase the product and I base it on what they tel! me it is 
an* • a: :^:^> r.<- n*- , = -J<:; ej m i n e d at: 
c l o s i n g . 
Q B i 11 w 1 i e r i \ o \ i b o i i g h t 1: h i s J a i i d d i d y o i i o b s e r v e t h e 
land before you purchased it? 
A Right. 
Q And what was your understanaing .• vhere was your east 
boundary line? 
,? 1 J e ] ] , w e \ / a 1 k e d 1:1 I € p r o p e r t > " a i I d :i t w a s j I i s I: I • • :i 
have to say it would have been shown as the fence line, 
A n d 1:1 I a t w a s y o i I r i I i I d e i s t a n d i n g I: I :i a t :i t w a s t h e f e n c e 
line? 
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A Yeah, it was the -
Q Fence line? 
A Well, the remnants of the fence line. 
Q And the ditch line? 
A Yeah. 
Q I show you what's been marked as Exhibit 6. Does 
your signature appear on that? 
A Yes. 
Q And can you tell me the purpose of this exhibit 
between yourself and Syracuse City? 
A Yes. I hope I can remember what the - again, what it 
was is they were putting pressure on me to put a fence in there 
and when I went to put the fence up, like I said, there was a 
gap there and generally speaking if there's a gap, I just go to 
the property owner that is involved next to that gap and just 
kind of work out whatever can be worked out and because there 
was a gap on the other side, so there was a gap on both sides, 
the city took the position that those boundary lines were 
probably suppose to be shifted anyway so they'd have the right 
amount of property; everybody would have the same amount of 
property that they had been paying taxes on and I don't know if 
the city pays taxes but everything would be shifted to the west 
and it would accommodate everybody that had all received their 
parcels and so they granted a boundary line, we just did a 
boundary line agreement- There was nothing contested about it 
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at all ana so what that cxj o j;-, it ki nd of cl eared up the title 
so that we cool d put that fence i n there and then that/s where 
we i-;n .-u -• . .- - • • is. «. i^ifc j;u then constructed the fence. 
Q And that gave you your 13 rods? 
i ! I < i : >. / I I : .1 ." : i i about 1 :! lat It c : : )i :i 1 < :! 1 lave, i I: may i lot. 
It might 1 lave given me extra. 
v At least that was where the defi ni ng J 1 i le was between 
yourself and Syracuse City that owned the property adjoining to 
the west? 
Mid that was where they felt the property line was? 
j
 -j • f i v mat:i ve) . 
Oi i tl lat boundary line agreement, there* s a recital in 
there in the document that states that that i s the boundary 
. :.i •!.•••• • (:t\Si; r 4. ; n. ; • - r *--a
 f ;u_;J /v_ u j JSt read 
that first sentence there in the description? 
•Mght at the first of i he description area. 
Beqinning at the intersection" right there? 
1Beginning at the intersection of a fence 1 ine 
projection running north to south ana \.ne sou; n iine of said 
point beginning south 89 degrees 58 minutes and 46 seconds; 
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west 1,437.10 feet along the section line; and north 0 degrees 
9 minutes, 27 seconds east, 294.00 feet from the southeast 
corner of the southwest quarter of Section 10, Township 4 
north, Range 2 west, Salt Lake base and meridian and running 
fence north 0 degrees, 9 minutes, 27 seconds east, 1,025,0 feet 
to and along the said fence line to the point or termination." 
Q So is that, in there it recited there was a fence 
line that was determining your east boundary line; is that 
correct? 
A That's correct. When we talked or either the 
engineer or myself talked, we were basing everything on that 
fence line. 
Q When you made this observation of this property did 
you look to the south of where the property you purchased, did 
you see any remnants of any fence down in that area, if you 
remember or do you not? 
A I know right down here — 
THE COURT: You need to describe this in words. 
Q (BY MR. SHAFFER) Here's the Banbury Road, here's the 
property you purchased right along here. 
A Somewhere down in this area, okay I'll say the area— 
Q Close to the road? 
A It would probably be an area - I didn't see anything 
down close to the road but probably something back in - let's 
just see if that's 190 feet -I'd probably say right around in 
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tl )i. .,:> A?,U; : t-_ j *j.; plus sav, .*. i<-i is kind of where 
we lined up this fence post that we could see down here and 
1: h e i: e w e i: e s on: i.e r e inn a "> > "* ° l \ ; i: o u g 1 1 1 I e r e d o wi l I: o 11 i e i: e . W e could 
ask. the surveyor but that's — 
Q uid vr u C*K-. 1 . i.-u * K 1 • t • >* h.-- > - '•• - ' *\OCe— 
A I di'i:.'i check down :i. herc\ 1 saw this riqht down 
in an area I'd say maybe ?00 feet from the road. 
Q ou Got i . i-. , : there was any fence between the 
road and there? 
A * - 'fiiiiKj,,! 'Tid- llkji i could see 
beyond that but 1 didn'' use that because that wasn't: where my 
nror- r • v s - roped. 
Q (inaudible) the fence to the south of that? 
A Yes. To the south of what would be considered my -
what should be considered Syracuse's southeast corner, yes. 
Q Do you remember any remnants of the fence down in— 
A Dowi i it ] 1:1: .€ • J : a ::il I • :i : •! r t II : n i t i lp i 3 l tl li s area beyond 
where I stopped my fence line, I do. 
Q I'OU --. i - ii-r * - ' * ' .' 
A Yeah, we did because this &x^a right here is actually 
~ when I say this area, I'm talking my southwest corner was my 
property. 
Q Parcel 76. 
A Yeah, Parcel i»i!" ,' 11, that's correct. 
Q And that's your south (inaudible). But as far as you 
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know there was fence posts down beyond— 
A Beyond this point where it jogs right here at the 225 
mark, yes, there was something beyond there but see this 
belonged to somebody else and I wasn't required to put a fence 
down there so 1 didn't get into it real heavy. 
Q So the boundary line then that you (inaudible) where 
fence line on the map is where (inaudible). It comes down and 
then it jogs. So the boundary line moved to the west down to 
the south boundary of your property then that you purchased, 
(inaudible). 
A Parcel 47 and Parcel 76, if you look, you come down 
to that point right there, that's the end of my fence, okay, 
and so — 
Q And Syracuse City owns the property to the west of 
that? 
A Right. And all I'm saying is, yes, walking down this 
area when we walked it, there were remnants of fence down in 
this area right here, for sure of 47. I could see that. But I 
did not go down and line it up with anything down here on the 
road. I just know that as I looked down there were still 
remnants of the fence. 
Q Down in that area? 
A Yeah. 
MR. SHAFFER: I'd like to ask that Exhibit 6 and 7 be 
admitted, Your Honor. 
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TilK •;•.'. .
 r objection? 
MR. BACKMAN: Is seven the warranty deed? 
MR. SHAFFEI I::: S- E • , ei : :i s 11: le warranty deedr v . s i. he 
boundary line agreement. 
MR. BACKMAN " T b H v ^ ", „ , -,|,){.,:t i on . 
THE COURT: Six and seven are received. 
Do you have any further Questions of this witness? 
(Flamti 1J ' s Exhibits u and / received) 
MP. SHAFFER: Not. riqhi m w -V.ui Honor. 
T H F • n - \ • s . n v ^Jicit , 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BACKMAN: 
0 Okay. You talk about a gap in this fence 1 i ne when 
you were talking with Mr. Shaffer. Can you explain to me what: 
y-.-<J . . - .j a cap ±:. \,:\^ lence line: 
It would be just like this one on the west side of 
the Syra- : . -p>, >. '• *.t • .... -t was 
over here, So see, there was a qap on both sides. 
Q D O there was a gap be 1:we€^ i I 1:1 )e 1 ega 1 descri ption and 
that fence line? 
'
[Shat' s right. 
•h-huh ( a f f i r m a t i v e ^ . 
; . . jiiiy :: . vement -i t n i s p rope r ty 
p r i o r t o 1995, did you? 
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A No. 
Q So you're not here to tell us about the historical 
uses of the fence and all that other stuff, right? 
A No. 
Q Okay. When you did the boundary agreement with 
Syracuse City, Exhibit 6, the purpose of that was to clarify 
the boundary line, right? 
A Yeah, that's exactly right because I didn't know 
where to put the fence up. 
Q Okay. Syracuse City requires you to put a fence 
around a subdivision, is that what you're telling us? 
A It depends on the piece of property that is behind 
the subdivision, depending on its use, but yes, in this 
particular case, yes, to that point where I put it down there. 
Q But the legal description - the problem was as I 
understand it and you've explained it was that the legal 
description said one thing and there was the fence line which 
seemed to indicate something else. The Dahles were not a part 
to this agreement were they? 
A Which agreement? 
Q The boundary line agreement? 
A That's correct. 
Q And the Hughes were not a party to this agreement? 
A I don't think the Hughes were around at that time. 
Q Were the Taylors a party to it? 
A *:.<-}> '.Jse was a party to it. 
Q Just C & H and Syracuse City. 
A W :i 11 1 S y r a c i i s e C i t y 
Q All right. And that was just to correct this 
confusion about boundary ] i no< *,)•• 
A Exactly* 
Q And when you got there and looked at the property 
i i d i *.• i- • jying, you saw ma*- i here was just remnants of 
fence? -
A Th.^ 1 . -ir » .;, • .; :.#.-• reason 
why there's a little bit oi confusion on how : told you about 
riaht down here on this Parcel 4" ' : •> -ea^o w. ' 
beyond that is so that we could make sure that this point and 
whatever it went beyond, we didn't miss it. 
Q Okay. 
A And. that/ s the reason < 
Q DJ :i ;y c *"i i s e e ai iy c i ops be 1 ng active - * ujiriv.in^ o: i 
this property? 
A That's the m a s o n : ' : ' *-* -1 1v ,: * ^ vr-1-. • •: 
j t. I'm just saying what is here now J.-, whci/s on :i light 
n o w is what wa^ on it wh^n I bought it and — 
Q - : :nci/ s a crop of just grass or 
weeds? 
A I II i. i ] lk i t s more tl lai i gi ass ai id weeds because we 
continue sti 11 to bal e it and chop it and people are still 
happy to come do that fox nothing and keep the weeds down for 
us and bale it and they bale all this right here too that we 
purchased. So it's all kind of, maybe it's like a grass hay. 
I better not say because I just don't know enough about farming 
other than I know that the people, they're happy to do it. 
Q You've got people who are happy to come and chop it, 
mow it and haul it off? 
A Right. 
Q And that's all you know? 
A That's all. 
Q That's sufficient. You looked, when you were doing 
this, you looked down at the intersection, the line at 47 and 
76, right? 
A Right. 
Q And you saw a remnant of fence in that area, right? 
A Yeah, and I would probably say it's probably like, if 
that's 190, it's got to have been just maybe somewhere in this 
area because all we were doing was establishing a straight line 
and if you established a straight line right there and that 
happened to be off, then this whole thing would be off. But if 
you establish beyond that, then you run a straight line. 
Q Got it. But you didn't see any remnants of fence on 
the intersection between 0006 and— 
A I couldn't tell you whether it was that intersection 
or not because I don't know where those are. 
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Q • - nd'^e is t m. last remnant of fence 
that you saw was about 200 feet from the road? 
A Probab1, • - . ;: -jy wi^rever 
that chicken coop is? :i was V ma of just behind tha* maybe 
like ten or 15 fera 
Q Ten or
 t j. , beyond the chicken coop? 
A Yeah, give or - maybe ?n . f ^  k i n d of quo:^sir.:: I 
: • - •  « ji.
 ( J S L : ememoer 
seeing the - 1 '"an remember seeinq the little post arid some 
barbed wire ,_- • ' ' ^.<- '•; 
chicken coop J,I in*-.- oackground. 
Q But y^n d'-«r'* remember anv other fence beyond *v;af. 
over Lo m e sojir; . - .vj.,;d Lv.,7 
A Nope, just that the barbed wire was in that direction 
i s a i J 11 1 a 1: I c; 11 i s a v t: 1 i a 1: I w o I J 1 d k i :i : > w . 
Q Do you know ii the chicken coop is on your P7 6 or the 
Dahle's P'-R? 
A I don't. My assumption would be - I don't know. 
MR. BACKMAN: Okay. 
r.K. :>HAFfc'&K: . jicin' L understand that question. 
What was the question? 
MR, BACKMANi Wl letl ie;i " tl le cl ii < :kei i coop was on his 
property or not. 
5^  
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SHAFFER: 
Q I hate to keep belaboring this but as far as the 
remnants of that fence, are you saying it was right by the 
chicken coop or near the chicken coop or to the south or the 
north of the chicken coop? 
A I'm saying it's north of the chicken coop. I can 
remember it being north of the chicken coop and I can remember 
it being west of the chicken coop because we were using that as 
a line of sight to come from the north. So just in a 
surveyor's mind, okay, we were looking at that and I do not 
remember looking all the way down to the street because we felt 
that we had to go beyond where our fence was going to end to 
get a straight line and I can remember seeing the chicken coop 
and a piece of fence and that's all I can remember seeing and 
just remember saying that's where we'll establish that straight 
line so that we can put our fence up. 
Q When you communicated with Syracuse on putting this 
boundary line together, they were not giving up any land that 
they claimed, is that correct? 
A Well, they did it very - and I didn't really get into 
a lot of conversation with them. It was my engineer that got 
into the real conversation but they had no qualms with it 
because they felt like they were still receiving the same 
property that they were because everything was shifted to the 
wes t b e c a u s e of t h e gap on the wr \ ". : I h a t d i s o , i f i t means 
a n y t h i n n , 1 hat a l s o hanrx-nr-d i>. ;> >< ;-~ •->-•** <•*•-•> -. f
 ; |-,.; 
p r o p e r t y ui i)c i i n \ nu rgood ' ^. Phc-ie w.^ a l i t t l e b i t of s h i f t 
t o o . 
I H SI IAFFER: TI l a t ' s aj 1 
THE COURT: Anything further? 
RAfKMAN : Yea"! 1, j i isl a < :< n ipJ e of questions . 
RECROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. BACKMAN: 
Q When you did this subdivision did you guys do a 
survey? 
A .. . • L 
Q Did you have any problems with the survey? 
A Probihly ?n * 1 i IMI MI pi^bl'Mi* . i ••*'<-•. - i - r 
than what I rm used to? 
Q Tell me what you're used to and I'll— 
A I'm used to anything. I would probably say It was 
pretty clean. This is pretty typical, this kind of stuff where 
;^ ,i,.c iii]-_ IKJI^LI'. ,i.y typical for me to run 
into a gap or maybe an overlap and you have to solve that 
p r o b i i-m < • • * ' > " ' > < " * } . 
Q Okay- Did you have any discussion with Van Dahle 
about the boundary line? 
A We did after T'm sorry I refer to her as Hampton/ s 
because I know her from way back but they actually cal 1 ed and 
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that was a discussion I had when we went over and talked to 
what was it the surveyor or the county - help me on this, was 
it the county surveyor? Yeah. 
Q Who went to that meeting? 
A That would have been myself - I'm not sure. 
You weren't there were you, sir? 
THE COURT: You need to answer to the best of your 
recollection. 
THE WITNESS: I'm sorry I apologize. Myself, Mr. 
Dahle, and whatever their names are now. 
Q (BY MR. BACKMAN) The Hughes? 
A Hughes. 
Q Okay. And you guys discussed the line? 
A Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q Did you guys discuss getting a survey to establish 
the line? 
A I didn't, no. I felt like I was kind of out of the 
deal and I was just there telling them what I had done. 
Q So all you were doing was advising them about what 
you'd done with Syracuse City? 
A Uh-huh (affirmative). 
Q And you weren't involved in any conversations between 
them? 
A Yes, I was. I talked to them quite a bit about what 
my experience had been on property lines and gaps and things 
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like that. I told them exactly what my experience had been and 
that I kind of held, you know, a position that I was just, you 
know, I held a position that the fence line was where I put the 
chainlink fence and the reason I did that is because it was 
establishing a line that was obviously there in my opinion. 
MR. BACKMAN: Okay. I don't have any other 
questions. 
THE COURT: Anything further? 
FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. SHAFFER: 
Q Mr. Hazen, you say that in your experience of buying 
and selling and developing land it's typical that you have the 
fence line become the boundary line; is that correct? 
A For me, yes it is because I just feel like that's 
something that I kind of say. If a farmer has been there and 
it's established, I just go by that. Sometimes I'll loose 
property because maybe there's an overlap and sometimes I'll 
gain it. 
MR. SHAFFER: Okay. That's all I have. 
Your Honor, I would like to ask that these two 
pictures, Exhibit 16 and 17 be admitted, if I could please. 
MR. BACKMAN: Your Honor, I don't think he's laid 
sufficient foundation for those. We have no idea when they 
were taken, we have no idea who took them. 
MR. SHAFFER: (inaudible) to either one. That's all. 
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